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Arun Pudur

How Arun Pudur, 34, went from a garage in Bengaluru to head one of the
world’s biggest technology companies. He’s now worth over $4 billion
Early this March, Wealth X released a list of businessmen who had made their
big billions before reaching the age of 40. Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg, 30,
topped with his $35.1 billion and at number 10, was the latest entrant —
Madras-born Arun Pudur of Celframe corp. with a personal fortune of $4 billion.
And he’s just 34.
Pudur’s journey began in Tirupati, actually. His parents, both Tirupati Iyengars,
soon re-located to Tamil Nadu and then moved to Bangalore so that father Sri
Ranga didn’t have to “stay in a hotel” each time he traveled to Garden City
where he worked in the Kannada film industry as a cinematographer.
“Wonderful” Bangalore is also the city that gave Pudur much of life’s essential
lessons and his fondest memories. “Whenever I put on warm clothing… it’s
Bangalore on my mind. I also remember Kannada — only subject I have ever
failed at.”
The garage
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The earliest business venture was Pudur’s two-wheeler servicing garage.
“There was this mechanic near my house and I found his garage a very
interesting prospect. He was from Tamil Nadu and since he didn’t speak any
Kannada and I could speak Tamil, we soon discussed a partnership of sorts. I
borrowed about Rs 8,000 from my mum and began work.”
Things however, didn’t start so well. “After just five months, the mechanic just
disappeared. My parents wanted me to shut the garage down because none of
us really had any idea of how to run one but I stood by the shop. I had started
observing the mechanic and soon, I soon found myself fixing Kinetic Hondas —
they were the rage at the time. I got so good at it that I could strip a vehicle and
put it back in an hour 15 minutes! There were no manuals or Google, so it was
all trial and error,” reveals Pudur.
Very soon, Pudur’s garage started attracting customers from beyond Bangalore
city. “Even those bike rentals from Goa started sending us at least 60 Kinetic
Hondas a month and we became one of the top non-authorised Kinetic Honda
service centres in the South.
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“That garage also taught me entrepreneurship, financial management, how to
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deal with customers… everything. I didn’t ignore my studies either. Every
evening I would come home, hand over my homework to mum (Pudur was in
school at the time), she would go through it and only then was I allowed to
enter the shop. All money went to her too.”

Kejriwal’s new avatar
Arvind Kejriwal’s transformation from an anticorruption advocate and
street fighter to a shrewd
hard-boiled politician is a
remarkable Indian political
phenomenon without parallel.

A few years later, Pudur shut shop as dad wanted him to take college seriously
and a new chapter began— dogs!
The puppies
“It was my aunt from Madras who introduced me to breeding dogs. She gave
me a rottweiler, a Great Dane and a boxer to start off with. Thing about dogs is
when they’re pregnant they only let the person most trusted near them. So,
during my days breeding dogs, I delivered hundreds of puppies and used my
marketing skills to sell the dogs for as much as Rs 20,000. That was big
money at the time,” adds Pudur.
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Early steps into tech
“After college, I found myself under the employ of an individual running a
training centre out of Bangalore’s Jayanagar. This was the first time I was not
my own boss. When I joined the company, his turnover was around `4 lakh a
year. But I helped boost revenues to `1 crore — in nine months. He promised
me a cut for every franchise launched but he never kept his word. That’s when I
learnt another lesson… insist on written agreements. Verbal deals don’t
usually work out.”
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Celframe happened much later. “We began the company in Bangalore with an
aim to not become like those big ‘IT labour’ companies, which were just backend operations for big Western multi-nationals. We wanted to build a radical
product… focus on true innovation.” That product became Celframe’s game
changer because Pudur and his company had done the unthinkable — take on
Microsoft’s Office package.
He explains his firm’s difficult birth. “Competition within the IT sector is ugly, not
many know about it. We faced intimidation, deals were cancelled the very next
day and Microsoft tried every tool in its arsenal to bring us down… even
stopping PC makers from buying products.”
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